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0. Introduction

Through passed few hundred years we are all in some ways witnesses of theoretical foundations that direct us
toward theories composed by fragments of scientific truth. Although those fragments do not expose real knowl-
edge and convicted theories, many of us build our research projects under those theoretical determinants. The
result is unsatisfied and insufficient knowledge about global rules, not only in Kinesiology, but also in other
fields such as mechanics, sociology, economy, communications, and so on. Finally, because we have to solve
our growing interactive problems, we build whole bunch of regulation and control mechanisms, which are gen-
erated to manage with objects of our interest and object “behavior”. This means that we have to accept bad and
poor cybernetics models, a Chaos theory, relativistic stands, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and other disintegrat-
ed approaches, which are all just badly founded and interpreted partial comprehension applicable in only short
bounds of individual problem solutions. Because of those premises, this article offers new and original ideas,
concentrated in definitions called: “New comprehensive”.

1. Definitions
1.1. Classical terms definitions in Science and methodology

No meter of problem kind and research type, in classical scientific methodology we can easily recognize some
terms of which our exploration depends. They are object, variable, case, area and process. Object is a phenom-
enon, which is to be manifesting or is supposing that really exists. Variable is description of some object char-
acteristic, which is concatenated to an object on some value scale. Case is a realization of individual variable
value of any type of object. Area is N-dimensional artificial virtual Universum, with some objects visible in that
Universum. Process is a trajectory of continual cases with differences between objects defined in time intervals.
As you can see, those terms are basic and with them, seem that is possible to realize any exploration or any re-
search. Unfortunately, it is unlikely, as we will see later.

1.2. “New Comprehensive Continuum Definitions

“New Comprehensive definitions vary in some ways from classical, although some terms are terminologically
identical. They are object, variable, comprehension, continuum and development. Object is only really existing
phenomenon and is only possible subject of our researches. Variable is non-existent artificial description of
some objects with some level of accuracy and with some bound of registration. Comprehension is minimally
one information, consisting and represent immanent characteristics of at last one existing object. Continuum is
uniform ordered object schedule in according with representative type of highest hierarchical level.
Development is repositioning of objects all over continuum in according with correspondence of object com-
prehension and continuum natural laws. This definition describes scientific methodology in essentially different
outlines breaking narrow standard bounds and lead to absolute knowledge.

2. Classical and New Comprehensive Determinants
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Clasical  Case Space (area)  Relation Process Time series  Regulation  
New Comprehens  Comprehense  Continuum Supra-entity Composite Reposition Natural laws  



The table above as parallel form describes crucial comparatives between standard (called classical) and
progressive (called “new comprehensive”) methodology approaches. It is obvious that the central interest is di-
rected from casualty and regulation towards comprehension and natural laws, which means that there is no un-
intentional case, but only comprehension in continuum according with natural laws.

Finally, one of most important things in this model is rejecting of time series because of explicit mis-
takes in all situations when we follow any kind of transformation. Those mistakes are caused by obvious con-
tradiction between chronological age and comprehensive age of entity. As we all know there is no difference in
ages between any kinds of objects that exists today. Any stone, any chair, any brick, any ant, bird, tree, human,
or anything else that we can call object, is in absolutely same chronological position – material of which those
objects are composed is approximately about 5 billion years old, just exactly as the our Sun is, or some similar
star in Universe.The only real difference between objects is amount of comprehension “captured” in one partic-
ular object. That, as some kind of our “soul” represents our identity and us.

3. Approaches Compare
3.1. Relations: Classical Multivariate Approach

Any research that tries to explore unknown phenomena demands appropriate project settings, resources
and schedule plan. The next step is collecting a mass amount of initial data concerning problem of that phenom-
ena. Once, when data are available, we use known information and mathematical procedures to proof our stands
or hypothesis. Many procedures exist and all of them express relations among characteristics of objects we ex-
plore. Our intention is to understand and to explain object “behavior”. All such particular solutions are small
bricks, which we incorporate in global ideas. However,
the main problem is that we build a mountain of knowl-
edge without absolute reference, so our main reference
is constantly growing. That mountain we call science.
All mentioned information come from general idea that
we do not know global logical and absolute generator
of object forming. From that point of view, the only
possible and appropriate approach is relations determi-
nation. 

3.2. Development:  Supra-entity forming Approach

Let we, suppose, have only two objects in the moment
of their genesis. No meter of type, location, “behavior”,
characteristics, those two objects are different, if it is possible to find at least one difference between them. That
is not an object registration problem, or a measurement problem. It is logical truth. And, if we have two objects,
it is obvious minimally one relation between them, and they always achieve bilateral interaction because they
exist in same Universe. Influence can be mutual approaching, refusing, mixing, or anything else, but interaction
anyway. Those continual events are Supra-Entity forming. In the space characterized with numerous objects of
all kinds, we can recognize constant creating and con-
stant destroying of objects. Logically, on extreme sides
of those events, we can recognize Construction and
Destruction. If development goes to construction, we
can mark it as forward, just because the amount of
comprehensions is growing and become complex. If
development goes to destruction, we can mark it as
backward, just because the amount of comprehensions
is decreasing and become simpler. Now, we can estab-
lish an absolute logical reference described as develop-
ment.
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4. Continuum
4.1. Continuum (univariant)

Described development is easy to represent with sample of pupils measured in body height.
Each of these objects expose one value on conventional scale with semi-fixed boundaries. If we take such val-
ues from different large enough samples, according with Central Limit Theorem we will always get very simi-
lar description, characterized as “comprehensive points”. Every child, of course, has to pass through these
points, as long as it grows. If we evaluate characteristics of such objects just with body height, the only com-
prehensions we have about them is a body height. In that situation, every child with bigger value simply con-
tains comprehensions that are more complex. On the extreme sides of this description, we can locate a group of
objects with “less” / “more” expressed intensity, and in the middle, we can locate a main part of objects. Those
quasi-groups help us to understand and interpret a problem in terms of continuum that is directly responsible for
positioning of objects. In some new area, each object learns very fast in the beginning. Then, collect informa-
tion studying very hardly and persistent, “climbing” very slowly. New thing is that the object continues its de-
velopment until it achieves highest levels in that area. Especially new thing is that objects can vary in compre-
hensions what results in repositioning of object over con-
tinuum. 

4.2. Continuum (multidimensional)

Just like one-dimensional (univariant), in the same sense
multidimensional continuum offers identical rules.
Differences are only in fact that we have to generate high-
est-level representation of dimensions we choose in the be-
ginning of research. Among many types of analysis for that
purpose, actual available procedure for Polar taxons are
probably most complete model. That general taxon contains most important information about the continuum
itself according with partial continuum definition stretched as area with initial variables. Objects included in that
initial area, under continuum rules, are taking their positions just as their comprehension about that area is. More
wide and complex information = higher position. This development model is perfect only because it eliminates
final exclusivity of any possible object, incorporates passed objects, and in the same time opens a space for ob-
jects in future. E.g., any object that can calculate mathematical integral reached the Integral level, no meter it is
a human, a lizard, thinking stone, or extraterrestrial. The only criterion of that hypothetic level is integral calcu-
lation. Do not forget, to reaching such level, comprehension “spends” minimally about 5 billion years (in ordi-
nary sense) and billions and billions of different objects (from fluids and gasses through amebas and amino acids
to humans and so far…).

5. Continuum Tunnel
5.1. Multidimensional Continuum – Infinite Tunnel

Total comprehensions of any individual object are evident-
ly different from all others. That characteristic defines ap-
propriate development position, as explained above.
However, another important logical dimension exists, a di-
mension that explains maximization of information in lo-
cal area. That kind of information, in terms of continuum,
is not comprehension but just knowledge. Knowledge, no
meter how big, is local collection of information that in-
sures expansion and application on particular artificial comprehension level.
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This dimension has no frontiers too, but expansion and wideness of this dimension only maximizes
transversal Continuum component without unconditional affecting of object in sense of higher repositioning
through Continuum. For progress, approaching Continuum forward infinity, a minimal surface of transversal
component is quite enough. Of course, that is possible if Continuum comprehensions are immanent to object,
and if the object accepts its actual position trying to advance. Everything more is only a loss of resources and
capacities. Otherwise, object became a “soulless” machine for level maximization. For example, from compre-
hension point of view, if one has four houses, it is obvious-
ly senseless to collect 25 more. In that way, Continuum is
likely to imagine as a tunnel, stretched to Infinity. If some-
one wants to collect 25 houses more, he is obviously max-
imizing some type of “houses level” and that intention
presents clear limitation in Comprehension Tunnel
Continuum.

5.2. Individual Object Position

As we can se, there is no something as “relative” position inside Continuum. Maybe we cannot imagine where
exactly stands an “integral calculation level” but if exist it keep strict position in according with clear criterion.
If it is an important part of Continuum, every further object will have to learn that calculation and keep it inside
itself, which will insure development and positive supra-entity forming. Otherwise, Continuum will eject such
criterion as irrelevant for comprehension and objects with that kind of knowledge will seek destructive forming
becoming a material for others. It is very hard to imagine any object of “our times” that, as it is, will exist in the
“future”. The only reasonable conclusion is that object is to be form; acts as “long” as it can, and finally disap-
pear. Something useful remains behind it: a comprehension
that all other objects can use for their development. That
comprehension will remain forever if satisfies hypothetic
rules of Continuum.

6. Comparison
6.1. Time – Comprehension Differences

In all parts of this text until now, it is obvious that author intentionally avoid term as “time”. The reason is sim-
ple. Time scale is week and very superficial value system for evaluating development or graduating object com-
prehension. It is important to understand for all scientific disciplines, and especially for kinesiology. We can
easy imagine e.g. two kids of the same age (born on same day) included at the beginning of “regulated training
process”. Few years later, although both participate constantly in the “same conditions”, with the same trainer,
and work on same transformation tasks, their abilities and knowledge and sport performance are often radical-
ly different. This happens because of many particular reasons, genetic predispositions and other objects that in-
fluence their lives. Therefore, we can claim that they are of same chronological age, but their comprehension
age is relevantly differing. It is not so rare situation that those kids “cannot” understand each other anymore, al-
though they train together for ten or fifteen years. We must
agree that a comprehension age is only one absolute refer-
ence and that there is not a “transformation process” at all,
but composite development. Transformation process can
be, more or less accidentally, in harmony with rules of
composite development, but also, it could be not. Anyway,
paradigm of reference could not be time in any situation.
Oppositely, comprehension as reference frame stands al-
ways.
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6.2. Classical Cybernetics vs. Comprehension

In kinesiology, education, economy, engineering, we manage with objects. Technically, that management be-
comes control and regulation of object behavior in order with our aims. It is not so bad if that aims represents
harmony with global natural development laws and described Continuum. However, if we do not accept those
fundamentals, or if we assume them as irrelevant, our aims are often very far from natural laws. As the mecha-
nism of protection, objects we manage can do only one thing: resist our actions to prevent their own destruc-
tion. “Process generator” (trainer, teacher, manager, politi-
cian) in that situation can do only two things: or to rede-
fine aims, or to start with violence. Aims redefinition is act
of comprehension respect, and violence is express of min-
imal global knowledge no meter what bulk of machines,
experts, pharmacological issues etc. is following such vio-
lence. The final and concrete aim of violence is always
maximization of local ideas that stands in transversal po-
sition with comprehension. When everything goes wrong,
transformation managers start to regulate. However, “pro-
gram” that controls object behavior is positioned outside
of object itself and is not its immanent part, which means that the object do not learn. Let us not forget: control
and regulation are nothing but false imitations of development natural laws. Maybe some children (or parents)
will agree with that type of perfidy violence, but we cannot. Modern technologically oriented society accepts
such regulation attitudes as normal. So who will yell; that is enough! Cybernetics regulated stories about on-line
training went so far, that even scientists unconditionally accepts those attitudes and plan their researches in or-
der with “General System Theory”, without critical distance, and with uncritical enthusiasm. Let us remember:
when we make corrections of some “process” in on-line matter, we do not know enough. If we do, no correc-
tion is necessary! Therefore, why we do not continue collect comprehensions instead we apply insecure and in-
sufficient knowledge. Oh, how human race like to manage, forgetting that although teacher leads a student (or
any object at all), in the same time a student guides a teacher. Result is always an interaction and supra-entity
on some new comprehension position. Comprehensive Continuum is offering us totally new and honest ap-
proach. Please do not through away this truth.
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